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In 1936 a Popular Front government (May 1936-June 1937) was elected in France under Leon Blum, composed of the Socialist party (SFIO) and Radicals with the Communist party (PCF) in support although outside the cabinet. This         resurgence (and new found unity) of the French left, drawn together by anti-fascism and the distress caused by right-wing economic policies, was underlined when 600,000 marched in Paris to commemorate the dead of the Paris Commune. A wave of industrial action was triggered with workers at Le Havre’s Bréguet aircraft works occupying the factory and joining the CGT union. By June 2 million workers in France had downed tools or occupied their factories in a general strike to push forward social and industrial reforms under the Popular Front.  
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The government concluded the ‘Matignon Agreements’ with the employers and the CGT (General Confedera-tion of Labour): including wage increases of an average 12%, a  40 hour week, the recognition of the CGT, elected works councils, 2 weeks paid holiday per year and a promise of collective bargaining. Blum’s govern-ment also took measures to nationalise arms manufac-ture, to bring the Bank of France under closer state control and to stabilise the price of wheat. Political unity had come about due to the growing threat of European fascism, helped by the change of tactics by the Comintern (Third International), thus allowing coalitions with non-socialist forces. As Ralph Miliband has pointed out, the onslaught by fascists and right-wing govern-ments throughout Europe was aimed at destroying the limited but important gains made by the working class through reformist socialist governments.  Earlier, the French trade unions had unified after the CGT and CGTU were pushed by a strike wave in 1934-35 when tram and textile workers in the North,         anthracite miners, Marseilles dockers, rubber-rollers in      Clermont-Ferrand, Berliet vehicle workers in Lyon, all took action whilst the railway workers unions fused in 1934. After the fall of the Blum government, employers began to reverse the gains and the Nazi/Vichy regimes decimated the workers’ movement after 1939. But after the war, under the new Republic, many of the Matignon social gains were reinstated and a fundamental        improvement in workers’ lives can be indirectly traced  to the 1936 Popular Front...          And in 2016: ‘This is a government for the bosses.’ For over 5 months, France has been the scene of a massive series of strikes affecting many parts of both public and private sectors. Mainly led by the CGT but also involving other unions like SUD, the strikes have 
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the raid in 2009 by the Information Commissioner’s Office. Kerr was fined for breaching the Data Protection Act but the companies using the list basically got off. Then a long legal case brought by blacklisted workers resulted in a victory at the High Courts this year. Firms including Sir Robert McAlpine and Carillion had to apologise and also paid out millions in compensation. But the story doesn’t end there. As if the revelation that workers and their families had been spied on wasn't bad enough there is evidence that some of the information could only have come from police sources, suggesting a  wider cover up. A campaign for a full public enquiry is being led by The Blacklist Support Group.  Read more at www.hazards.org/blacklistblog  Campaign song ’Blacklist Number 1’ written and per-formed by Sean Taylor video on YouTube  R. Joebear 

The construction industry blacklist used to be a conspir-acy theory until a raid on a run-down office in Worces-tershire uncovered more than 3,200 names on a secret database. 44 of the biggest construction firms colluded with and paid the Consulting Association (CA) to com-pile a list of active trade unionists in order to keep these so called troublemakers off building sites. Lucrative contracts could be at risk if health and safety concerns were raised. Ian Kerr, the man who ran the CA, would crosscheck the names on the list with those faxed over from the company bosses and if there was a match the worker was dismissed. Consistently being denied work in this way had a devastating effect on many lives. Un-believable though it seems, this shady operation was active for 3 decades until an unfair dismissal case, a whistle-blowing witness and a Guardian article led to 

been opposing the Hollande government’s attempt to push through reforms to France’s labour code. This push through reforms to France’s labour code. This would include changes to allow greater freedom of  employers to hire and fire, change the 35 hour        maximum working week, cap severance payments    and generally weaken collective bargaining.  The French Socialist party government is using the   well-worn arguments of globalisation and the need to ‘modernise’ industrial relations ie make them like the UK, where workers’ protections have been weakened allowing companies like Sports Direct and Hermes to have a free hand. When unions object, they are told they are being ‘archaic’ or ‘out of date’ and Hollande’s government even suggests the reforms will bring down      unemployment currently running at over 10%.   The strikes have been widespread including cities like Lille, affecting oil depots, the docks, civil aviation, the Paris Metro and suburban services with strikes by the four rail unions protesting about changes to working practices. Even the Eiffel Tower has been shut down. Similar strikes have affected Belgium with rail workers protesting about cuts to time off and holding a 60,000 strong demonstration in Brussels. Mass demonstrations have been common. Dave Welsh Photos miners demo 
1936 and Lille strike rallies 2016 by Steve Cushion 
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The Brussels newspaper Le Soir is one of the best-known Belgian daily newspapers. On November 9 1943, a spoof edition of Le Soir appeared on the streets of Brussels, a city then under German occupation. It was a double-sided broadsheet containing articles which purported to be ‘official’, that is, produced under the supervision of the German occupation authorities. In fact, the articles were well-written but entirely fictitious anti-Nazi pieces produced by the Belgian Resistance. Articles like ‘La Conférence de Berlin’ which mockingly described a conference involving Hitler, Mussolini and their new Japanese ally all arriving at the station on time because ‘Les trains fascists arrivent toujours a l’heure’ (fascist trains always run on time). Another  article headed, ‘Stratégie Efficace’ says ‘Berlin admet que la situation est des plus seriéuses’ (Berlin admits that the situation is very serious). A photo of Hitler is placed at the bottom of the page with a correction which states that it should have appeared underneath a photo of a US Flying Fortress. Hitler says ‘Dass habe ich nicht gewohit’ (That’s not what I wanted).  Betty Shortland (nee Coenaes), who was on her way to catch a tram to get home from work, had noticed a crowd of people gathered on the Porte de Namur. She found that people were quickly buying copies of this edition of Le Soir from two people who were selling them from a basket. She heard that there had been vicious reprisals by the Nazis. Betty had worked for United Artists in Brussels before the war and was    offered a job to continue working there by the German authorities. She refused thereby losing her job and live-lihood at an extremely difficult time for les Brussellois She was offered a job at a company importing zip-fasteners and was helped by the boss to avoid        conscription to a munitions factory in Germany.       Although she was British by origin, the Brussels      

 authorities helped her to get a forged Belgian ID, other-wise she would have been arrested.  She worked in the Rue de Brederode until the end of the war and lived in the Rue de Loncin.  The city, Betty says, “was liberated on September 3 1944 and I joined the crowds on the streets of Brussels to greet the Allied troops. I was asked to translate by the crowds as I spoke fluent English and when asked by a British soldier what I had most missed during the  occupation, I said tea. He immediately went and got loads of [loose] tea and, when finding that I had nothing to put it in, filled my pockets with it. He then drove me to my home on his motorbike and we had tea for the first time in 4 years.”  Betty adds: “If you have lived through an occupation, you know how important it is to fight fascism. You also value being part of people all over Europe who were fighting to defeat the Nazis and their allies who created the European Union partly to prevent future wars on the continent.” Dave Welsh  All in a Day’s Work: Britain at Work London book launch and talk at North Kensington Library, 108 Ladbroke Grove, Thursday September 22 6.30-8 pm Dave Welsh will be talking about the ‘All in a Day's Work’ book chronicling working life in west London in the post-war decades—the work people did, the       conditions they worked in, the unions they joined, in places like Fidelity Radio, Pilgrim Payne, Wall's,     Guinness, Cadby Hall, Grunwick, Kodak, ENV, public       services in west London: from railways, tubes and buses to social services including St Charles Hospital, the Post Office and Fire Brigade as well as the cultural industries such as theatre, television and music. Copies of the book will be available for £10 each. 

 Betty’s War Story: Brussels 1943 

Front page of Le Soir and Betty Shortland nee Coenaes, second from left, on the Rue de Brederode in 1942 



 
‘Hidden from History: 300 Years of Women’s      Oppression and the Fight Against It’ by Sheila   Rowbotham I recently re-read Sheila Rowbotham’s ‘Hidden from History’. It was first published in 1973—more than 40 years ago. Yet it was a revelation to read this socialist feminist book from cover to cover again. It seemed so contemporary to 2016.  It begins with the development of early capitalism with cottage industries when spinners and weavers worked at home. The new textile factory saw the start of the separation of paid work and domestic work. While   working constantly in both production and reproduction, working class women were involved from the start in protest—for example, at Peterloo, the nickname for the murder and wounding of men, women and children in Manchester’s St Peter’s Fields by the local militia in 1819 when the peaceful crowd demonstrated for the right to vote.  The oppression of factory work led to resistance by trades unions; workers found their only weapon was their numbers against the greedy employers. However, women were banned from almost all unions (other than women-only ones) so bosses could continue to pay them much lower wages and working class husbands would expect unpaid labour by women in the home was theirs by right.  Away from textile mills in the north and in Scotland (where women usually provided the low-paid labour), male trades unionists developed the demand for a ‘family wage’—though this never amounted to more than 70% of what a family needed to survive. While women and children had to provide the remaining money, this was usually home-bound paid work, like laundresses or domestic servants. If unseen, the male myth that women didn’t work could be maintained... Yet 1832 saw a strike of 1,500 female card-setters in Leeds textile manufacturing.  Sheila’s book draws out the links between the develop-ment of ideas of socialism and feminism as well as the many contradictions. Hence Robert Owen’s and the Owenite demand for workplace nurseries long before the 1830s. But history rarely demonstrates that        progress in terms of women’s or working class’        demands marches forward in a straight line. So as working class Hannah Mitchell explains in ‘The Hard Way Up’ at the beginning of the 20th century, ‘Socialists are not necessarily feminists.’ Meanwhile, middle class Mrs Pankhurst is also able to point out that Votes for Women ‘were of less interest to our husbands than  
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Hidden from History by Sheila Rowbotham  

their dinners.’ If these two comments sound similar, Sheila’s book also shows just how different were the experiences of working class and middle class women.  In the later 19th century, unskilled workers began to organise in trades unions and some, including women like the Matchgirls, won their strikes. Thus making men’s rejection of female trades unionists somewhat more difficult. ‘Hidden from History’ ends with the    Suffragettes and working class Suffragists obtaining, in stages, the right to vote. The book’s postscript is its most unsatisfactory part as the author has always   remained an activist as well as an academic and the struggle for us all continues.  Her book was written before the necessity to view Black & Minority Ethnic, LGBT or Disabled People’s history had been prioritised in a world where straight, white male-dominated publishing was the norm. Yet, even though academia should know now to combine an  understanding of all oppressions in all history books, how many that do have you read? Despite thousands of both feminist and socialist historians researching and writing since 1973, very few of them have managed to combine two different oppressions as clearly and    coherently as Sheila. Jan Pollock  Britain at Work London Group secretary Dave Welsh chairman John O’Mahony treasurer Jan Pollock       outreach/IT Rima Joebear newsletter editor Tom Vague contact dave@britainatworklondon.com please visit www.britainatworklondon.com featuring an interview with John McDonnell MP, information about our book 'All in a Day's Work', all of our newsletters, information about the London project, special features and short extracts from our interviews.  


